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Free reading Apollo e dafne di gian
lorenzo bernini Full PDF
a critical translation of the unabridged italian text of domenico bernini s biography of his
father seventeenth century sculptor architect painter and playwright gian lorenzo bernini
1598 1680 includes commentary on the author s data and interpretations contrasting them
with other contemporary primary sources and recent scholarship provided by publisher
katalog wystawy galleria borghese roma 15 maggio 20 settembre 1998 as early as the 1950s
professor irving lavin was recognized as a major voice in american art history his sustained
production of seminal scholarly contributions have left their mark on an astonishingly wide
range of subjects and fields bringing these far reaching publications together will not only
provide a valuable resource to scholars and students but will also underscore fundamental
themes in the history of art historicism the art of commemoration the relationship between
style and meaning the intelligence of artists themes that define the role of the visual arts in
human communication irving lavin is best known for his array of fundamental publications on
the baroque artist gian lorenzo bernini 1598 1680 these include new discoveries and studies
on the master s prodigious childhood his architecture and portraiture his invention of
caricature his depictions of religious faith and political leadership his work in the theatre his
attitude toward death and the role of the artist in the creation of a modern sense of social
responsibility all of professor lavin s papers on bernini are here brought together in three
volumes the studies have been reset and in many cases up dated and there is a
comprehensive index questo volume presenta gli esiti degli studi e delle ricerche intrapresi in
occasione del restauro del busto di medusa di gian lorenzo bernini in un brillante saggio
introduttivo di maddalena cima l immagine di medusa e la sua interpretazione nelle arti
figurative tra età arcaica e tardo antico sono analizzati attraverso la trama del mito e delle
fonti poetiche classiche premessa indispensabile per comprendere l assoluta novità dell
interpretazione berniniana della favola antica la vicenda critica relativa all attribuzione del
busto di medusa a gian lorenzo bernini è magistralmente ripercorsa da irving lavin in un
saggio di grande fascino mentre elena bianca di gioia ricostruisce le vicende storiche legate
all arrivo della scultura in campidoglio nel 1731 la seconda parte del volume è interamente
dedicata al restauro della scultura le indagini esperite e i dati raccolti sono presentati con l
intento di contribuire ad una più ampia comprensione e conoscenza delle opere e delle
tecniche di lavorazione delle sculture di gian lorenzo bernini bernini and pallavicino the artist
and the jesuit cardinal are closely related figures at the papal courts of urban viii and
alexander vii at which bernini was the principal artist the analysis of pallavicino s writings
offers a new perspective on bernini s art and artistry and allow us to understand the visual
arts in papal rome as a making manifest of the fundamental truths of faith pallavicino s views
on art and its effects differ fundamentally from the perspective developed in bernini s
biographies offering a perspective on the tension between artist and patron work and
message in pallavicino s writings the visual arts emerge as being intrinsically bound up with
the very core of religion involving questions of idolatry mimesis and illusionism that would
prove central to the aesthetic debates of the eighteenth century gian lorenzo bernini was the
greatest sculptor of the baroque period and yet surprisingly there has never before been a
major exhibition of his sculpture in north america bernini and the birth of baroque portrait
sculpture showcases portrait sculptures from all phases of the artist s long career from the
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very early antonio coppola of 1612 to clement x of about 1676 one of his last completed
works bernini s portrait busts were masterpieces of technical virtuosity at the same time they
revealed a new interest in psychological depth bernini s ability to capture the essential
character of his subjects was unmatched and had a profound influence on other leading
sculptors of his day such as alessandro algardi giuliano finelli and francesco mochi bernini
and the birth of baroque portrait sculpture is a groundbreaking study that features drawings
and paintings by bernini and his contemporaries together they demonstrate not only the
range skill and acuity of these masters of baroque portraiture but also the interrelationship of
the arts in seventeenth century rome the brilliantly expressive clay models created by gian
lorenzo bernini 1598 1680 as sketches for his works in marble offer extraordinary insights
into his creative imagination although long admired the terracotta models have never been
the subject of such detailed examination this publication presents a wealth of new
discoveries including evidence of the artist s fingerprints imprinted on the clay resolving
lingering issues of attribution while giving readers a vivid sense of how the artist and his
assistants fulfilled a steady stream of monumental commissions essays describe bernini s
education as a modeler his approach to preparatory drawings his use of assistants and the
response to his models by 17th century collectors extensive research by conservators and art
historians explores the different types of models created in bernini s workshop richly
illustrated bernini transforms our understanding of the sculptor and his distinctive and
fascinating working methods publisher s website examining bernini s works from 1665 on
from paris and rome this book demonstrates the wealth of material still to be drawn from
close visual and material examination archival research and comparative textual analysis on
the whole this collection deals with bernini s position as the leading creator of portraits in oils
marble monumental architecture and metaphor of some of the most powerful political
players of his day these studies speak to the growing distance of gallic absolutism from the
fading dreams of papal hegemony over europe and to the complexities of bernini s role as
mouthpiece obstacle and flatterer of the princes of the papal states first published in 1997 for
this second edition of art books a basic bibliography of monographs on artists the vast
number of new books published since 1985 was surveyed and evaluated this has resulted in
the selection of 3 395 additional titles these selections reflective of the increase in the
monographic literature on artists during the last ten years are evidence of the activities of a
larger number of art historians in more countries worldwide of the increasingly diverse and
ambitious exhibition programs of museums whose number has also increased dramatically
and also of a lively international art market and the attendant gallery activities the selections
of the first edition have been reviewed errors have been corrected and important new
editions and reprints have been noted the second edition contains 278 names of artists not
represented in the first edition unique among early modern artists the baroque painter
sculptor and architect gianlorenzo bernini was the subject of two monographic biographies
published shortly after his death in 1680 one by the florentine connoisseur and writer filippo
baldinucci 1682 and the second by bernini s son domenico 1713 this interdisciplinary
collection of essays by historians of art and literature marks the first sustained examination
of the two biographies first and foremost as texts a substantial introductory essay considers
each biography s author genesis and foundational role in the study of bernini nine essays
combining art historical research with insights from philology literary history and art and
literary theory offer major new insights into the multifarious connections between biography
art history and aesthetics inviting readers to rethink bernini s life art and milieu contributors
are eraldo bellini heiko damm john d lyons sarah mcphee tomaso montanari rudolf
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preimesberger robert williams and the editors maarten delbeke is assistant professor of
architectural history and theory at the universities of ghent and leiden formerly the scott
opler fellow in architectural history at worcester college oxford he is the author of several
articles and a forthcoming book on seicento art and theory evonne levy is associate professor
of the history of art at the university of toronto she is also the author of propaganda and the
jesuit baroque 2004 even many renaissance specialists believe that little secular painting
survives before the late fifteenth century and its appearance becomes a further argument for
the secularizing of art this book asks how history changes when a longer record of secular art
is explored it is the first study in any language of the decoration of italian palaces and homes
between 1300 and the mid quattrocento and it argues that early secular painting was crucial
to the development of modern ideas of art of the cycles discussed some have been studied
and published but most are essentially unknown a first aim is to enrich our understanding of
the early renaissance by introducing a whole corpus of secular painting that has been too
long overlooked yet painted palaces is not a study of iconography in examining the
prehistory of painted rooms like mantegna s camera picta the larger goal is to rethink the
history of early renaissance art a novel exploration of the threads of continuity rivalry and
self conscious borrowing that connect the baroque innovator with his renaissance paragon
gianlorenzo bernini 1598 1680 like all ambitious artists imitated eminent predecessors what
set him apart was his lifelong and multifaceted focus on michelangelo buonarroti the master
of the previous age bernini s michelangelo is the first comprehensive examination of bernini s
persistent and wide ranging imitation of michelangelo s canon his art and its rules prevailing
accounts submit that michelangelo s pervasive yet controversial example was overcome
during bernini s time when it was rejected as an advantageous model for enterprising artists
carolina mangone reconsiders this view demonstrating how the baroque innovator
formulated his work by emulating his divisive renaissance forebear s oeuvre such imitation
earned him the moniker michelangelo of his age investigating bernini s imitatio buonarroti in
its extraordinary scope and variety this book identifies principles that pervade his production
over seven decades in papal rome close analysis of religious sculptures tomb monuments
architectural ornament and the design of new saint peter s reveals how bernini approached
michelangelo s art as a surprisingly flexible repertory of precepts and forms that he
reconciled here with daring license there with creative restraint to the aesthetic sacred and
theoretical imperatives of his own era situating bernini s imitation in dialogue with that by
other artists as well as with contemporaneous writings on michelangelo s art mangone
repositions the renaissance master in the artistic concerns of the baroque from peripheral to
pivotal without michelangelo there was no bernini experiments with body agent architecture
puts forward the notion of body agents non ideal animate and highly specific figures
integrated with design to enact particular notions of embodied subjectivity in architecture
body agents present opportunities for architects to increase imaginative and empathic
qualities in their designs particularly amidst a posthuman condition beginning with narrative
writing from the viewpoint of a body agent an estranged quattrocento spiritello who finds
himself uncomfortably inhabiting a digital milieu or as the spiritello calls it il regno digitale
the book combines speculative historical fiction and original design experiments it focuses on
the process of creating the multi media design experiments moving from the design of the
body itself as an original prosthetic to architectural proposals emanating from the body a
fragmented history of the figure in architecture is charted and woven into the designs with
chapters examining michelangelo s enigmatic figures in his drawings for the new sacristy in
the early sixteenth century gian lorenzo bernini s physically ephemeral putti adorning
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chapels and churches in the seventeenth century and austrian artist architect walter pichler s
personal and prescient figures of the twentieth century this volume presents an overview of
st peter s history from the late antique period to the twentieth century profiles the whirlwind
life of the famed italian sculptor who is known for his artistic and architectural contributions
to the city of rome gian lorenzo bernini 1598 1680 schuf seine kunstwerke in einer zeit in der
die konzeptistische poetik concettismo das ultimative regelwerk moderner dichtung darstellte
in dieser studie wird die rhetorizität der kunstwerke gian lorenzo berninis vor dem
hintergrund konzeptistischer poetik als einer epochen bestimmenden rhetorik beschrieben
und interpretiert das erfolgt mit dem rückgriff auf texte wie emanuele tesauros cannocchiale
aristotelico 1654 und idea delle perfette imprese um 1620 oder matteo peregrinis delle
acutezze 1639 exemplarisch werden drei hauptwerke berninis in rom untersucht das
monument der mathilde von tuszien und die vierungspfeiler in st peter sowie die kapelle
cornaro in s maria della vittoria durch die verbindung der werkinterpretationen mit einer an
konzeptistischer poetik ausgerichteten emblematik gelingt eine differenzierte auslegung der
bild text einheiten die die werke berninis bestimmen metatheater and modernity baroque
and neobaroque is the first work to link the study of metatheater with the concepts of
baroque and neobaroque arguing that the onset of european modernity in the early
seventeenth century and both the modernist and the postmodernist periods of the twentieth
century witnessed a flourishing of the phenomenon of theater that reflects on itself as
theater the author reexamines the concepts of metatheater baroque and neobaroque
through a pairing and close analysis of seventeenth and twentieth century plays the
comparisons include jean rotrou s the true saint genesius with jean paul sartre s kean and
jean genet s the blacks pierre corneille s l illusion comique with tony kushner s the illusion
gian lorenzo bernini s the impresario with luigi pirandello s theater in theater trilogy
shakespeare s hamlet with pirandello s henry iv and tom stoppard s rosencrantz and
guildenstern are dead molière s impromptu de versailles with impromptus by jean cocteau
jean giraudoux and eugène ionesco metatheater and modernity also examines the role of
technology in the creating and breaking of illusions in both centuries in contrast to previous
work on metatheater it emphasizes the metatheatrical role of comedy metatheater the
author concludes is both performance and performative it accomplishes a perceptual
transformation in its audience both by defending theater and exposing the illusory quality of
the world outside die bildhauer des römischen barock darunter meister wie gian lorenzo
bernini alessandro algardi und giuliano finelli erreichten eine beispiellose lebendigkeit ihrer
werke dem augenscheinlichen leben widerspricht jedoch beharrlich die harte materialität
dieser skulpturen weiches bewegtes fleisch dramatische bewegungen und flatternde stoffe
sind in hartem leblosem marmor gefangen so fordert die skulptur den betrachter heraus und
sorgt für verwirrung oder auch enttäuschung anhand zeitgenössischer poesie und anderer
quellen welche die interaktion zwischen betrachter und skulptur reflektieren untersucht diese
studie wie zeitgenossen mit diesem doppelcharakter der skulptur umgingen dabei werden
auch ansätze der modernen psychologie miteinbezogen das ergebnis ist ein neuer zugang zu
einigen der höchstgeschätzten meisterwerke europäischer kunst italia civilta e cultura offers
a comprehensive description of historical and cultural development on the italian peninsula
this project was developed to provide students and professors with a flexible and easy to
read reference book about italian civilization and cultural studies also appropriate for cinema
and italian literature classes this text is intended for students pursuing a minor or a major in
italian studies and serves as an important learning tool with its all inclusive vision of italy
each chapter includes thematic itineraries to promote active class discussion and textual
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comprehension check questions to guide students through the reading and understanding of
the subject matter the collection of italian medieval sculpture in the metropolitan museum of
art and the cloisters began with the acquisition in 1908 of a romanesque column statue today
the museum s holdings comprise more than seventy works dating from the ninth to the late
fifteenth century the birthplaces of these works range from sicily to venice some typify local
styles others illustrate the intense artistic exchanges taking place within italy and between
italy and the wider world technological advances of the last decades have made it possible to
determine more precisely the materials and techniques from which works of art are made the
history of their alteration and the mechanisms of their deterioration using such techniques
scholars have been able to ascertain for example that sculptures previously thought to be
modern works carved in the medieval manner were in fact completely authentic this
innovative volume represents a watershed in the study of sculpture a collaborative dialogue
between an art historian and a conservator between art history and art science that deepens
our understanding of the object we see while illuminating its elusive enigmatic history from
publisher s description



The Life of Gian Lorenzo Bernini
2012-01-31

a critical translation of the unabridged italian text of domenico bernini s biography of his
father seventeenth century sculptor architect painter and playwright gian lorenzo bernini
1598 1680 includes commentary on the author s data and interpretations contrasting them
with other contemporary primary sources and recent scholarship provided by publisher

Gian Lorenzo Bernini. The Risen Christ, the model for
Saint Peter's. Ediz. italiana e inglese
2010

katalog wystawy galleria borghese roma 15 maggio 20 settembre 1998

The Impresario (untitled)
1985

as early as the 1950s professor irving lavin was recognized as a major voice in american art
history his sustained production of seminal scholarly contributions have left their mark on an
astonishingly wide range of subjects and fields bringing these far reaching publications
together will not only provide a valuable resource to scholars and students but will also
underscore fundamental themes in the history of art historicism the art of commemoration
the relationship between style and meaning the intelligence of artists themes that define the
role of the visual arts in human communication irving lavin is best known for his array of
fundamental publications on the baroque artist gian lorenzo bernini 1598 1680 these include
new discoveries and studies on the master s prodigious childhood his architecture and
portraiture his invention of caricature his depictions of religious faith and political leadership
his work in the theatre his attitude toward death and the role of the artist in the creation of a
modern sense of social responsibility all of professor lavin s papers on bernini are here
brought together in three volumes the studies have been reset and in many cases up dated
and there is a comprehensive index

Apollo e Dafne di Gian Lorenzo Bernini
1998

questo volume presenta gli esiti degli studi e delle ricerche intrapresi in occasione del
restauro del busto di medusa di gian lorenzo bernini in un brillante saggio introduttivo di
maddalena cima l immagine di medusa e la sua interpretazione nelle arti figurative tra età
arcaica e tardo antico sono analizzati attraverso la trama del mito e delle fonti poetiche
classiche premessa indispensabile per comprendere l assoluta novità dell interpretazione
berniniana della favola antica la vicenda critica relativa all attribuzione del busto di medusa a
gian lorenzo bernini è magistralmente ripercorsa da irving lavin in un saggio di grande



fascino mentre elena bianca di gioia ricostruisce le vicende storiche legate all arrivo della
scultura in campidoglio nel 1731 la seconda parte del volume è interamente dedicata al
restauro della scultura le indagini esperite e i dati raccolti sono presentati con l intento di
contribuire ad una più ampia comprensione e conoscenza delle opere e delle tecniche di
lavorazione delle sculture di gian lorenzo bernini

Bernini scultore
1998

bernini and pallavicino the artist and the jesuit cardinal are closely related figures at the
papal courts of urban viii and alexander vii at which bernini was the principal artist the
analysis of pallavicino s writings offers a new perspective on bernini s art and artistry and
allow us to understand the visual arts in papal rome as a making manifest of the fundamental
truths of faith pallavicino s views on art and its effects differ fundamentally from the
perspective developed in bernini s biographies offering a perspective on the tension between
artist and patron work and message in pallavicino s writings the visual arts emerge as being
intrinsically bound up with the very core of religion involving questions of idolatry mimesis
and illusionism that would prove central to the aesthetic debates of the eighteenth century

Visible Spirit
2006-12-31

gian lorenzo bernini was the greatest sculptor of the baroque period and yet surprisingly
there has never before been a major exhibition of his sculpture in north america bernini and
the birth of baroque portrait sculpture showcases portrait sculptures from all phases of the
artist s long career from the very early antonio coppola of 1612 to clement x of about 1676
one of his last completed works bernini s portrait busts were masterpieces of technical
virtuosity at the same time they revealed a new interest in psychological depth bernini s
ability to capture the essential character of his subjects was unmatched and had a profound
influence on other leading sculptors of his day such as alessandro algardi giuliano finelli and
francesco mochi bernini and the birth of baroque portrait sculpture is a groundbreaking study
that features drawings and paintings by bernini and his contemporaries together they
demonstrate not only the range skill and acuity of these masters of baroque portraiture but
also the interrelationship of the arts in seventeenth century rome

Bernini pittore
2007

the brilliantly expressive clay models created by gian lorenzo bernini 1598 1680 as sketches
for his works in marble offer extraordinary insights into his creative imagination although
long admired the terracotta models have never been the subject of such detailed
examination this publication presents a wealth of new discoveries including evidence of the
artist s fingerprints imprinted on the clay resolving lingering issues of attribution while giving
readers a vivid sense of how the artist and his assistants fulfilled a steady stream of



monumental commissions essays describe bernini s education as a modeler his approach to
preparatory drawings his use of assistants and the response to his models by 17th century
collectors extensive research by conservators and art historians explores the different types
of models created in bernini s workshop richly illustrated bernini transforms our
understanding of the sculptor and his distinctive and fascinating working methods publisher s
website

Bernini da Roma a Parigi
2000

examining bernini s works from 1665 on from paris and rome this book demonstrates the
wealth of material still to be drawn from close visual and material examination archival
research and comparative textual analysis on the whole this collection deals with bernini s
position as the leading creator of portraits in oils marble monumental architecture and
metaphor of some of the most powerful political players of his day these studies speak to the
growing distance of gallic absolutism from the fading dreams of papal hegemony over europe
and to the complexities of bernini s role as mouthpiece obstacle and flatterer of the princes
of the papal states

Gian Lorenzo Bernini e la sua cerchia
1994

first published in 1997 for this second edition of art books a basic bibliography of
monographs on artists the vast number of new books published since 1985 was surveyed and
evaluated this has resulted in the selection of 3 395 additional titles these selections
reflective of the increase in the monographic literature on artists during the last ten years are
evidence of the activities of a larger number of art historians in more countries worldwide of
the increasingly diverse and ambitious exhibition programs of museums whose number has
also increased dramatically and also of a lively international art market and the attendant
gallery activities the selections of the first edition have been reviewed errors have been
corrected and important new editions and reprints have been noted the second edition
contains 278 names of artists not represented in the first edition

Gian Lorenzo Bernini
1999

unique among early modern artists the baroque painter sculptor and architect gianlorenzo
bernini was the subject of two monographic biographies published shortly after his death in
1680 one by the florentine connoisseur and writer filippo baldinucci 1682 and the second by
bernini s son domenico 1713 this interdisciplinary collection of essays by historians of art and
literature marks the first sustained examination of the two biographies first and foremost as
texts a substantial introductory essay considers each biography s author genesis and
foundational role in the study of bernini nine essays combining art historical research with
insights from philology literary history and art and literary theory offer major new insights



into the multifarious connections between biography art history and aesthetics inviting
readers to rethink bernini s life art and milieu contributors are eraldo bellini heiko damm john
d lyons sarah mcphee tomaso montanari rudolf preimesberger robert williams and the editors
maarten delbeke is assistant professor of architectural history and theory at the universities
of ghent and leiden formerly the scott opler fellow in architectural history at worcester
college oxford he is the author of several articles and a forthcoming book on seicento art and
theory evonne levy is associate professor of the history of art at the university of toronto she
is also the author of propaganda and the jesuit baroque 2004

La Medusa di Gian Lorenzo Bernini
2007

even many renaissance specialists believe that little secular painting survives before the late
fifteenth century and its appearance becomes a further argument for the secularizing of art
this book asks how history changes when a longer record of secular art is explored it is the
first study in any language of the decoration of italian palaces and homes between 1300 and
the mid quattrocento and it argues that early secular painting was crucial to the development
of modern ideas of art of the cycles discussed some have been studied and published but
most are essentially unknown a first aim is to enrich our understanding of the early
renaissance by introducing a whole corpus of secular painting that has been too long
overlooked yet painted palaces is not a study of iconography in examining the prehistory of
painted rooms like mantegna s camera picta the larger goal is to rethink the history of early
renaissance art

L'immagine al potere
2001

a novel exploration of the threads of continuity rivalry and self conscious borrowing that
connect the baroque innovator with his renaissance paragon gianlorenzo bernini 1598 1680
like all ambitious artists imitated eminent predecessors what set him apart was his lifelong
and multifaceted focus on michelangelo buonarroti the master of the previous age bernini s
michelangelo is the first comprehensive examination of bernini s persistent and wide ranging
imitation of michelangelo s canon his art and its rules prevailing accounts submit that
michelangelo s pervasive yet controversial example was overcome during bernini s time
when it was rejected as an advantageous model for enterprising artists carolina mangone
reconsiders this view demonstrating how the baroque innovator formulated his work by
emulating his divisive renaissance forebear s oeuvre such imitation earned him the moniker
michelangelo of his age investigating bernini s imitatio buonarroti in its extraordinary scope
and variety this book identifies principles that pervade his production over seven decades in
papal rome close analysis of religious sculptures tomb monuments architectural ornament
and the design of new saint peter s reveals how bernini approached michelangelo s art as a
surprisingly flexible repertory of precepts and forms that he reconciled here with daring
license there with creative restraint to the aesthetic sacred and theoretical imperatives of his
own era situating bernini s imitation in dialogue with that by other artists as well as with
contemporaneous writings on michelangelo s art mangone repositions the renaissance



master in the artistic concerns of the baroque from peripheral to pivotal without
michelangelo there was no bernini

La vita quotidiana a Roma ai tempi di Gian Lorenzo
Bernini
1998

experiments with body agent architecture puts forward the notion of body agents non ideal
animate and highly specific figures integrated with design to enact particular notions of
embodied subjectivity in architecture body agents present opportunities for architects to
increase imaginative and empathic qualities in their designs particularly amidst a posthuman
condition beginning with narrative writing from the viewpoint of a body agent an estranged
quattrocento spiritello who finds himself uncomfortably inhabiting a digital milieu or as the
spiritello calls it il regno digitale the book combines speculative historical fiction and original
design experiments it focuses on the process of creating the multi media design experiments
moving from the design of the body itself as an original prosthetic to architectural proposals
emanating from the body a fragmented history of the figure in architecture is charted and
woven into the designs with chapters examining michelangelo s enigmatic figures in his
drawings for the new sacristy in the early sixteenth century gian lorenzo bernini s physically
ephemeral putti adorning chapels and churches in the seventeenth century and austrian
artist architect walter pichler s personal and prescient figures of the twentieth century

Gian Lorenzo Bernini e i Chigi tra Roma e Siena
1998

this volume presents an overview of st peter s history from the late antique period to the
twentieth century

Il sangue del drago. Un'indagine di Gian Lorenzo
Bernini
2022

profiles the whirlwind life of the famed italian sculptor who is known for his artistic and
architectural contributions to the city of rome

Vita di Gian Lorenzo Bernini
1948

gian lorenzo bernini 1598 1680 schuf seine kunstwerke in einer zeit in der die konzeptistische
poetik concettismo das ultimative regelwerk moderner dichtung darstellte in dieser studie
wird die rhetorizität der kunstwerke gian lorenzo berninis vor dem hintergrund
konzeptistischer poetik als einer epochen bestimmenden rhetorik beschrieben und



interpretiert das erfolgt mit dem rückgriff auf texte wie emanuele tesauros cannocchiale
aristotelico 1654 und idea delle perfette imprese um 1620 oder matteo peregrinis delle
acutezze 1639 exemplarisch werden drei hauptwerke berninis in rom untersucht das
monument der mathilde von tuszien und die vierungspfeiler in st peter sowie die kapelle
cornaro in s maria della vittoria durch die verbindung der werkinterpretationen mit einer an
konzeptistischer poetik ausgerichteten emblematik gelingt eine differenzierte auslegung der
bild text einheiten die die werke berninis bestimmen

The Art of Religion
2016-04-01

metatheater and modernity baroque and neobaroque is the first work to link the study of
metatheater with the concepts of baroque and neobaroque arguing that the onset of
european modernity in the early seventeenth century and both the modernist and the
postmodernist periods of the twentieth century witnessed a flourishing of the phenomenon of
theater that reflects on itself as theater the author reexamines the concepts of metatheater
baroque and neobaroque through a pairing and close analysis of seventeenth and twentieth
century plays the comparisons include jean rotrou s the true saint genesius with jean paul
sartre s kean and jean genet s the blacks pierre corneille s l illusion comique with tony
kushner s the illusion gian lorenzo bernini s the impresario with luigi pirandello s theater in
theater trilogy shakespeare s hamlet with pirandello s henry iv and tom stoppard s
rosencrantz and guildenstern are dead molière s impromptu de versailles with impromptus
by jean cocteau jean giraudoux and eugène ionesco metatheater and modernity also
examines the role of technology in the creating and breaking of illusions in both centuries in
contrast to previous work on metatheater it emphasizes the metatheatrical role of comedy
metatheater the author concludes is both performance and performative it accomplishes a
perceptual transformation in its audience both by defending theater and exposing the illusory
quality of the world outside

Bernini
2004

die bildhauer des römischen barock darunter meister wie gian lorenzo bernini alessandro
algardi und giuliano finelli erreichten eine beispiellose lebendigkeit ihrer werke dem
augenscheinlichen leben widerspricht jedoch beharrlich die harte materialität dieser
skulpturen weiches bewegtes fleisch dramatische bewegungen und flatternde stoffe sind in
hartem leblosem marmor gefangen so fordert die skulptur den betrachter heraus und sorgt
für verwirrung oder auch enttäuschung anhand zeitgenössischer poesie und anderer quellen
welche die interaktion zwischen betrachter und skulptur reflektieren untersucht diese studie
wie zeitgenossen mit diesem doppelcharakter der skulptur umgingen dabei werden auch
ansätze der modernen psychologie miteinbezogen das ergebnis ist ein neuer zugang zu
einigen der höchstgeschätzten meisterwerke europäischer kunst



ǂLa ǂvita quotidiana a Roma ai tempi di Gian Lorenzo
Bernini
2022

italia civilta e cultura offers a comprehensive description of historical and cultural
development on the italian peninsula this project was developed to provide students and
professors with a flexible and easy to read reference book about italian civilization and
cultural studies also appropriate for cinema and italian literature classes this text is intended
for students pursuing a minor or a major in italian studies and serves as an important
learning tool with its all inclusive vision of italy each chapter includes thematic itineraries to
promote active class discussion and textual comprehension check questions to guide
students through the reading and understanding of the subject matter

Bernini and the Birth of Baroque Portrait Sculpture
2008-01-01

the collection of italian medieval sculpture in the metropolitan museum of art and the
cloisters began with the acquisition in 1908 of a romanesque column statue today the
museum s holdings comprise more than seventy works dating from the ninth to the late
fifteenth century the birthplaces of these works range from sicily to venice some typify local
styles others illustrate the intense artistic exchanges taking place within italy and between
italy and the wider world technological advances of the last decades have made it possible to
determine more precisely the materials and techniques from which works of art are made the
history of their alteration and the mechanisms of their deterioration using such techniques
scholars have been able to ascertain for example that sculptures previously thought to be
modern works carved in the medieval manner were in fact completely authentic this
innovative volume represents a watershed in the study of sculpture a collaborative dialogue
between an art historian and a conservator between art history and art science that deepens
our understanding of the object we see while illuminating its elusive enigmatic history from
publisher s description

Gian Lorenzo Bernini e gli angeli di ponte S. Angelo
1981

Bernini
2012
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2020-06-16

Experiments with Body Agent Architecture
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St. Peter's in the Vatican
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Bernini
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Un pien teatro di meraviglie
2010

Metatheater and Modernity
2012-10-26
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Gian Lorenzo Bernini
1998

Il Marmo spirante
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Fontana di Trevi
1963

Italia: Civilta e Cultura
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Dialoghi di lingua parlata dell'avvocato Enrico Luigi
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